
Requirements planning

This document is only used during training in Monitor G5. The work flow described may not be
exactly like the processes used in your company, so you’ll need to take notes that can be used
later in your company’s internal work flow descriptions. For detailed information on the
different terms and areas described during the training, you can read the online help function

for the procedures in question. To access the online help function, press on the toolbar or

press Shift + F1 in the procedure. You can also open the online help function for a certain
section or box, for example, by pressing F1 in the procedure.

Requirements planning is used in order to identify parts for which a shortage is expected. The system
calculates order suggestions containing quantity and time/dates. If you want the results of your
requirements planning to be reliable and the manufacturing work to be effective, there are certain
prerequisites that must be fulfilled. These prerequisites actually relate to how you manage your system
in general. It is not the choice of planning method that is most important when determining how well
the requirement planning turns out, but instead it depends on how reliable and complete the
information is in the different registers.

Prerequisites for effective and reliable requirements planning
The following prerequisites are required to achieve effective and reliable requirements planning:

Correct basic data – This is especially important regarding the part register, BOM and routing,
and work centers. This information should also be updated in order to keep it current.
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
______________

Complete order backlogs – This means that all customer orders, manufacturing orders, and
purchase orders are correctly registered, replanned, and reported. Otherwise you will not have a
complete picture of your requirements.
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
______________

Correct stock balances – This is achieved by having correct BOM and routing information,
correct reporting items, discipline in the stock, and accurate stock counts.
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
______________

If these conditions are not fulfilled when you perform your requirements planning, you will create
incorrect bases for your calculations and requirements outline, incorrect suggestions regarding quantity
and time limits and, in the worst case, no suggestions at all.
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Planning settings for parts

The planning settings for the parts are very important in order to create accurate suggestions. This is
especially important when performing requirement calculation and net requirement calculation. You
find these settings under the Planning tab in the Part register procedure. The different planning
settings affecting the suggestions you see in the table below. You find explanations of the planning
settings in the online help function for the Part register procedure.

Setting Own notes

Annual
volume

Daily pace

Lead time

Throughput
time

Planning
method

Control
method

Lot sizing rule

Safety stock

Reorder
point

Safety time

Order
quantity

Minimum
quantity

Rounding
quantity

Period length

Maximum
quantity

ABC code

Forecast
deduction
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Setting Own notes

Deduction
method

Refill from
warehouse

Requirements planning – different planning methods
There are different ways to perform requirements planning. The basics in the requirements planning
can be described as three different methods. By dividing it in three methods, it is easier to learn and to
gain understanding of how the system works. These three are described in short below and are
described in detail further down.

1. Work method – Part register – For an individual part you open a planning window in order to
analyze your requirements and discover shortages. This is the decision basis for manual
registration of manufacturing and purchase orders. This is called themanualmethod. This
method is also used together with the other methods.
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
______________

2. Work method – Requirement calculation – This is used in order to analyze the requirements for
various parts that have been selected. Here there is an option to only view parts that have a
shortage. In addition, order suggestions can be provided for automatic generation of actual
orders. This works is performed per level throughout the structure. This method is called the
semi-automaticmethod.
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
______________

3. Work method – Net requirement calculation – Works its way through all levels during one and
the same run/calculation. After the run/calculation, order suggestions are shown in separate
suggestion lists. The net requirement calculation generates order suggestions without displaying
"why". This method is called the automaticmethod.
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
______________

The choice of method often depends on which of the basic prerequisites currently exist in the system,
as well as the required level of automation. If you will perform requirements planning often, using
many parts and a large quantity of registered orders, then you often need a higher level of automation
than if you have few parts and few orders.

The demands regarding basic data, correct order backlogs, and stock balances increase as the
level of automation increases. See the image below.
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Work method – Part register

1. Open the Part register (F12) to see shortages in the planning window.

2. If shortages are discovered, you can register the orders manually or you can release order
suggestions, if any, from the requirements calculation (for the loaded part) which you can run.

Click the button Requirement calculation to see the rows which are requirement calculated. You can
then see the finish date and the requirement date. Click on the same button again to exist that mode.

Work method – Requirement calculation

1. Open the procedure Requirement calculation, select a range of parts and select settings for the
list.

2. Load the list. If there are parts with shortages, you will see the shortage balance in red in the
Available balance column.
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You can here click a part to see a more detailed planning window in the lower part of the window.

You can turn the suggestion into an order directly in the planning window. Re-scheduling suggestions
can also be executed here.

Once the actual orders have been registered, a new requirement calculation can be run in order to
check which shortages these orders might have created. You repeat these steps until there are no more
shortages/suggestions left.

Work method – Net requirement calculation

1. Open the Net requirement calculation procedure and select the range of parts you want to do a
net requirement calculation for.

2. Schedule the net requirement calculation and when needed, you can activate continuous net
requirement calculation and configure intervals for the running of it. See more information
about scheduling below.

3. Save in the procedure. Then the selection you made will be saved and also the scheduling.

In the Net requirement calculation you save a selection using the Save button in the

procedure, not as a "default value" as in other list procedures.

Scheduling

You schedule two different types of net requirement calculations:

Net requirement calculation – A net requirement calculation is made for all the selected parts.
The calculation finds shortages and creates suggestions for manufacturing and purchases of
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material. You schedule which days and what time the calculation should run.

Continuous net requirement calculation – The continuous net requirement calculation only
goes through the parts which have been modified since the last total net requirement
calculation and the last continuous calculation. This type of calculation is much faster to run
than the above mentioned type. You can schedule continuous calculations in intervals. The
intervals are entered in number of minutes.

Get different types of suggestions

You can get different types of suggestions after running the requirement calculation and net
requirement calculation:

1. Suggestion – Manufacturing order – You get this if there is a shortage of a manufactured part.

2. Suggestion – Purchase order – You get this if there is a shortage of a purchased part.

3. Rescheduling – In – Instead of registering a new order, you can get suggestions to reschedule an
existing order, and plan to do it earlier than intended. The suggestion means that you can
change the date of an existing purchase or manufacturing order.

4. Rescheduling – Out – Reschedule an existing order since the requirement occurs later.

5. Unnecessary order – There is no requirement for this order.

6. Suggestion – Stock order – You get this suggestion if there is a shortage of a purchased or
manufactured part and that part has a selected warehouse with the setting Refill from
warehouse. This suggestion type is available if the optionWarehouse is installed.

The image below shows the difference between requirement calculation and net requirement
calculation:

Monitor Tip!
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Enter a fixed delivery day for the supplier in the field Delivery days in the Supplier
register procedure. This way the purchase order suggestions will be set to that weekday.

You can change supplier for a suggestion, from the active supplier to an alternative
supplier.

Use the Planning list in the Part list procedure, to update the planning information which
exists under the Planning tab in the Part register procedure.

Under theManufacturing tab in the Part register, there is a button calledMaterial
enough for. There you can see how many items you can manufacture of the part with
the balance of incorporated materials.

Requirements planning – related functions

Forecasts

In order to know the manufacturing and purchase situation in advance, you may have to create
different kinds of forecasts. These forecasts can be seen as a form of extension of your planning
horizon. This only applies if the delivery time to the customer is shorter than the lead time for the
purchase and the throughput time for manufacturing.

One way of solving this situation is to use safety stock (not accrued). Another way is to use different
kinds of forecasts. In Monitor G5 you can use different forecasting models as seen below:

Sales forecast – The sales organization prepares an extended plan by estimating the sales per
market, per seller, or something similar, and they thereby create forecasts for the parts that will
be sold in the future. The forecast refers to quantity and period. For received customer orders,
deductions can be made against selected customer, customer group, or district. Sales forecasts
can be included in the Requirement calculation and Net requirement calculation procedures. Net
requirement calculation can also deduct forecasts when the deduction method for the parts is
set to Periodic intervals. You register sales forecasts in the Register sales forecasts procedure.

Delivery schedule – This forecast model means you import delivery schedules for the parts from
the customer (customer-oriented). This can be achieved when the customer has prepared an
extended planning horizon in their own system, manually or via EDI. This forecast method does
not include deduction.

Automatic manufacturing order when registering customer orders

You can automatically generate the manufacturing order when you register the customer order. This
only apply for manufactured parts with the control method Order oriented. With the system settingM-
order number is created you determine how the manufacturing order number should be created.
Normally, the option creating the number as customer order number + position number, is selected.

Automatic purchase order when registering customer orders

You can automatically generate the purchase order when you register the customer order. This only
apply for purchased parts with the control method Order oriented.
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Linked requirement and supply planning
For parts with the control method Order oriented it is possible to link the customer order's requirement
to its manufacturing order or purchase order. This is done by using the lot sizing rule Linked
requirement for the part instead of the lot sizing rule Lot-for-lot.

A big difference between linked requirement and lot-for-lot, is that when using linked requirement
each requirement will become linked to a unique supply. For example, this means that net requirement
calculations will create one manufacturing order for each customer order row (the same will apply to
stock order "out"). This means that there might be multiple manufacturing orders per day. When using
the lot sizing rule "lot-for-lot", there will be a maximum of one manufacturing order per day, which
means that several requirements will be covered by one larger manufacturing order. That means that
the manufacturing order can not be marked for a specific customer.

When linked requirement is activated for a part, the system will make sure that all changes on the
customer order (for example quantity or date) will also be made on its linked manufacturing order or
linked purchase order. If you instead try to make an alteration on the manufacturing order or the
purchase order, a warning will appear saying you should not work this way. You should modify the
requirement, not the supply, otherwise you risk damaging your planning.

What creates a requirement in the system is either a customer order or a manufacturing order. As
supply, the system can create a manufacturing order, a purchase order, or a stock order (stock order is
included in the option calledWarehouse).

For a part with a linked requirement the requirements planning will not take into consideration if there
is a stock balance. It will also not consider any manufacturing orders or purchase orders (for the specific
part) which do not have linked requirements. The requirements calculation will still suggest you to
acquire more parts. This "behavior" also affects pick lists, clearance lists and the material rows in the
Manufacturing order information. Instead of checking the available balance for the parts, the system
will only search for linked supplies for all requirements on parts that have been acquired Lot-for-lot.
That is, if you buy a bit extra on an order row or add a manual purchase order then these will not be
taken into account in the requirement calculation.

Manufactured parts

It is possible to have a link between customer order and manufacturing order also when Linked
requirement has not been activated for parts. However, you then need to create the manufacturing
order directly from the customer order in order to be sure that a manufacturing order is created linked
to customer order row.

Purchased parts

If you activate Linked requirement for purchased parts, all material requirements will be linked to a
unique purchase order row. All changes made on the customer order or the manufacturing order will
then affect the purchase order as well.

If a warehouse has been selected for a purchased part, by using the setting Refill from warehouse
(included in the option calledWarehouse), then no linked purchase order will be created from a
customer order row on the part in question.
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